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0. Introduction. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, and G*

its group of (continuous) characters. We write (y, x) to indicate the

function on G*XG which is the value of the character y EG* at the

point *6G, or, dually, the value of the character xEG at the point

y EG*. Borel sets in G are taken to be the smallest cr-algebra of sets

containing all closed sets. We consider the set of all regular, count-

ably additive, complex-valued, Borel measures on G. (For measure-

theoretic terms not defined here, see [4].) For any such measure <p,

let ||<p|| =sup ^2¡Li |<K-<4,) |. the supremum being taken over all finite

collections {-4,}"_i of Borel subsets of G which are pairwise disjoint

and whose union is G. We postulate that ||ci>|| be finite. Such measures

are called here bounded Radon measures. The measure ex such that

ex(A) = 1 or 0 as A does or does not contain the point xEG is a particu-

larly simple bounded Radon measure.

Let <S«,(G) denote the linear space of all continuous complex-valued

functions/ on G such that for every «>0, there is a compact subset A

of G such that |/(*)| <« for xQA. It is known [ô] that a complex

linear functional L on Soo(G) which is bounded in the uniform norm

has a unique representation as the integral over G with respect to a

bounded Radon measure <p :

0.1 L(f)= f f(x)d4(x).
J o

With the representation 0.1 for L, there is a natural extension of L

(which is by no means a unique bounded extension, if G is non-

compact) over the space 6(G) of all bounded continuous complex

functions on G. For gE&(G), we write

0.2 L(g) =   f g(x)dd>(x).
J o

In particular, every character (y, x) is ^-integrable, and we can write

0.3 *(y) -  f (y, *)<**(*).
J G
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The function <ï>(y) is called the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the

measure <j>. It is easy to see that every Fourier-Stieltjes transform is

bounded in absolute value by ||<p||, and that it is uniformly continu-

ous. It is also known [ll, pp. 121-122] that the class of Fourier-

Stieltjes transforms is identical with the class of complex linear com-

binations of continuous positive-definite functions on G*. It is natural

to examine those groups G for which every bounded, uniformly con-

tinuous complex function on G* is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform, since

many difficulties in studying measures 0 are obviated when this is the

case. We shall show that the only groups for which this holds are

finite, so that the impossibility of representing the space of measures

tj> as the space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions on G*

appears as a necessary concomitant of all Fourier-Stieltjes analysis

for infinite groups. A reader of [lO] and the present note will be aware

of our debt to I. E. Segal, whose paper [lO] has suggested the prob-

lem here solved and also parts of the proof.

1. Statement of results. We actually obtain a slightly sharper re-

sult than announced in §0. For any locally compact group 77, let

31(77) denote the set of continuous almost periodic functions on 77.

Here, where we deal only with Abelian 77, we characterize 31(77) as the

uniform closure of the space of finite complex linear combinations of

continuous characters of 77 (see e.g. [9, p. 126, Satz l]). We then

have the following:

1.1 Theorem. Let G and G* be as in §0. If every bounded, uniformly

continuous, complex function on G* is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform,

then G and G* are finite.

We establish 1.1 by proving the following stronger result:

1.2 Theorem. If G and G* are as in §0, and if every function in

3I(G*) is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform, then G and G* are finite.

1.3 Theorem. If G is an infinite locally compact Abelian group, then

the set of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms which lie in 3l(G*) is a dense set

of first category in 31 (G*), metrized by the uniform norm.

1.4 Theorem. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group satisfying

condition 3.1 below. Let <b be a bounded Radon measure on G. Let

{x„}^°„i be the inecessarily countable) set of points in G for which

<t>i{xn})?£0. If the measured— 2~2n°-x <t>({xn})ez„ is not zero, then the

Fourier-Stieltjes transform /gÍV, x)c¡4>ix) is not almost periodic.

1.5 Theorem. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group satisfying

condition 3.1 below. If the function A£3I(G*) is a Fourier-Stieltjes
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transform, then

CO /» OO

Ky) = Z «n(y, xn) =  i   (y, *)<*£«»«*„,
71-1 J a n—l

where 5Z|«»| =11 £«»e*JI< °°-

We conjecture that the condition 3.1 is not necessary for the valid-

ity of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.*

The following sections contain proofs of Theorems 1.2-1.4, in sev-

eral steps.

2. The case of compact G*.

2.1 If G* is compact, then G is discrete [ll, p. 101], and the

bounded Radon measures on G are all of the form ^3^_i a««*., where

22«-i |«n| <<*>• The space of bounded Radon measures on G is

thus identifiable with the space Si(G). To assert that every continu-

ous almost periodic function on G* is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform

is thus equivalent to asserting that S(G*) is mapped onto 8i(G) by

the Fourier transformation. This, as Segal shows [lO], is equivalent

to the assertion that G and G* are finite. Hence Theorem 1.2 is true

if G is discrete and G* is compact.

3. Another special case. Suppose that G and G* are as in §0 and

suppose further that G* has the following property:

3.1 There exists a sequence {.4»}»_i of compact subsets of G* such

that the von Neumann mean value M (see [9, pp. 31-42]) of an

arbitrary continuous almost periodic function/ on G* is given by the

equality

3.1.1 M(f) = lim —— f  f(y)dy,
n-.»  p(An)J An

where p denotes Haar measure on G*, suitably normalized, and dy

indicates integration with respect to this measure.

3.2 Lyubarskiï has proved [8] that every connected G* has this

property, while Segal has noted [lO] that if G* is generated by a com-

pact neighborhood of the identity, then Lyubarskiï's proof is valid.

3.3 A simple argument shows that 3.1 is valid for every count-

ably infinite locally compact Abelian group L all of whose elements

have finite order. (Any countable locally compact group is clearly dis-

1 Dr. H. Helson has kindly pointed out to the writer, subsequent to the submittal

of the present paper for publication, that Theorem 1.4 and therefore Theorem 1.5

are in fact true for all locally compact Abelian groups G. His proof depends upon a

theorem which will shortly appear in Arkiv for Matematik.
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crete.) In fact, it is clear that L is the union of a countable sequence

of increasing finite subgroups: SiESiEStE ' ' ' C5„C • • • ,
U^_i5„=L. The mean value of a character x of L on a subgroup Sk

is either 1 or 0, as x is or is not identically 1 on Sk. If a character is

identically 1 on all 5*, it is certainly the character 1. Given an almost

periodic function / on L. a positive number e, and a finite complex

linear combination of characters, 2?-i a»X»> such that

sup fix) ~ 2J «,x,(x) < e,

simply select a subgroup Sp such that the mean value of x» on Sp is

the mean value of x» on I iv = i, • ■ • , «). Then plainly the mean

value oí fon Sp is within e of the true mean value of/.

3.4 We note in passing that locally compact groups exist for which

3.1 fails. The group R¿ formed by the discrete additive real numbers

is such a group. Any sequence {-4„}"_i of compact subsets of

Ra consists of finite sets, and the union U"_i An is countable.

For any countable set, a Hamel basis argument can be applied

to show the existence of a character x of Ra which is not identically

1 on Rd but which is identically 1 on the given countable set. Thus

lxmn^i\/ßiAn))JAnxiy)dy = \ for this character, but Af(x)=0.

3.5 Theorem. Let G and G* be as in §0 and let 3.1 hold. Let <j> be

a bounded Radon measure on G such that <p({e})=0, where e is the

identity in G, and let <ï>(y) =foiy, u)d<biu). Then

3.5.1 lim—— f   $iy)dy = 0.
n— ßiAn)JA.

Consider the iterated integral

-—— I     I   (y, u)di>iu)dy.
ßiAn)J akJ a

Let e be a positive real number, and let U be a neighborhood of e

in G for which |<¿>| (£/) <e. (See [7, §l], for a definition of \$\.) Then,

applying Fubini's theorem, we have

——t I     I   (y. u)d<biu)dy = -—— I    I    (y, u)dyd<biu)
vÍAJJa^Jo xíiAn)JvfAn

+ ——7 I I    (y. u)dyd<Piu).
ßiAn) J anv J a.
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The first integral is plainly less than or equal to |c6|(t7)<€. The

second integral is evaluated as follows. For fixed uEGf~\U',

limn<M (t/p(An))ÍAn(j, u)dy = M((y, u))=0, since us¿e. Furthermore,

| (i/p(An))fAn(y, u)dy\ = 1 for all w. Since G has total (¿»-measure finite,

the integrands (l/p(A„))fA„(y, u)dy are all bounded in absolute value

by a positive function integrable (<j>). Hence we can apply Lebesgue's

theorem on dominated convergence, and write

p(An)

It follows that

lim- f    f    (y, u)dyd<p(u) = 0
»-.« p(An)JaJj,

—- j     \  (y, u)di>(u)dy
An)JA„Ja

lim sup

and hence 3.5.1 holds.

3.6 Theorem. // G and G* are as in §0 and 3.1 holds, and if (p is
a bounded Radon measure on G not of the form 2Z*_i aneXn, then <P(y) is

not almost periodic.

Let {wh}b-i be the set of points in G for which c^O, and

let ^=<p—Zn-i 4>{{un])««„. By hypothesis, ip^O. The function

Z~-i(y, un)<p({u„}) on G* being obviously almost periodic, it fol-

lows that i&(y)=fG(y, u)dyf/(y) is almost periodic if $(y) is almost

periodic. The function | SP/y) |2 is the Fourier transform of a certain

measure, ip * \p, which can be shown to vanish for all points. Hence,

by Theorem 3.5, M^l^ftOl2) =0, and it follows that \*(y)\ 2= \*(y)\
=ijr(y)=0. The uniqueness theorem for Fourier-Stieltjes transforms

[3, p. 88, Théorème l] shows that ^ = 0, which is a contradiction;

and so the theorem is proved.

3.7 Theorem. Let G and G* be as in §0 and let 3.1 hold. Then, if

every continuous almost periodic function h on G* is a Fourier-Stieltjes

transform, G and G* are finite.

It follows from Theorem 3.6 that h must be of the form

J^T-i a„(y, xn), where 22n-i \an\ < °°, if A is almost periodic and a

Fourier-Stieltjes transform. It is known (see for example [l ]) that on

imbedding G* in a suitable compact group bG*, which may be called

the Bohr compactification of G*, the continuous almost periodic func-

tions on G* become the continuous functions on bG*, and von Neu-

mann mean values on G* become Haar integrals on bG*. The char-

acter group of bG* is the discrete group G, written as G<¡. Under our

present hypotheses, we find that every continuous function on bG*
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has a Fourier transform in 8i(Gd). Thus the image of S(¿»G*) under

Fourier transforms is identical with Si(G<¡), and consequently the

image of 8i(G<¡) is 6(6G*). By §2, this implies that bG* and G<j are

finite, hence that G and G* are finite.

Theorems 1.2 and 1.1 are thus established under the hypothesis 3.1.

Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 are immediate consequences of the foregoing.

4. The general case. We now aim to reduce the general case to the

case treated in §3. To this end, we establish a useful fact of some inter-

est on its own account.

4.1 Theorem. Let L be any locally compact Abelian group and let

H be a closed subgroup of L. Then any continuous almost periodic func-

tion on 77 admits a continuous almost periodic extension over L.

The Bohr compactification bL of L can be identified with the group

of all characters, continuous or discontinuous, of the group L*, which

is the group of continuous characters of L. Since 77 is a closed sub-

group of L, the character group of 77 can be identified with the quo-

tient group L*/A, where A is the group of characters of L which are

identically 1 on 77. The Bohr compactification bH is therefore the

group of all characters, continuous or discontinuous, of the group

L*/A. This is the group of all characters of L* which are constant on

cosets modulo A. It follows that ¿»77 is a compact subgroup of bL.

Every continuous almost periodic function on 77 has a unique con-

tinuous extension over ¿>77. Every continuous complex function on

¿•77 has an infinite number of continuous extensions over bL (since

¿»77 and bL are compact, and therefore bL is normal and ¿»77 is closed

in bL). For every continuous function on bL, the contraction of this

function to L is almost periodic. This proves the present theorem.

4.2 Theorem. Let G and G* be such that every continuous almost peri-

odic function on G* is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform. If H is a closed

subgroup of G*, then every continuous almost periodic function on 77

is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform, of a bounded Radon measure on the

character group of 77.

Let piy) be a continuous almost periodic function on 77. By 4.1,

there exists a continuous almost periodic function qiy) on G* such

that qiy)=Piy) for y£77. By hypothesis, qiy)=foiy, x)d4>ix) for
some bounded Radon measure <f> on G. This implies that qiy) =qxiy)

— &iy)+iÍQÁy) — ?4(y)), where qit q2, qs, q* are continuous positive-

definite functions on G*. These functions, considered on 77 alone, are

clearly  still  positive-definite and continuous. Hence the function
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Piy)=pxiy)-píiy)+iip3iy)-piiy)), where pu p2, p%, pi are continu-

ous positive-definite functions on 77. It follows from the theorem of

Bochner-Weil [ll, pp. 121-122] that pis a Fourier-Stieltjes transform.

We can now prove Theorem 1.2. Let 77 be the closed subgroup of

G* generated by a compact neighborhood of the identity. Then, from

the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, and Theorem 4.2, we infer that every

continuous almost periodic function on 77 is a Fourier-Stieltjes trans-

form. From 3.1 and 3.4, we infer that 77 is finite. This implies that G*

is discrete and that every element of G* has finite order. Let L be

any countable subgroup of G*. Then, by Theorem 4.2, L satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem 1.2. But L also enjoys property 3.1, as is

pointed out in 3.3, and therefore is finite. Since any infinite Abelian

group has countably infinite subgroups, we see that G*, and hence

G, must be finite. Theorem 1.3 follows at once from Theorem 1.2 and

a theorem of Banach [2, p. 38, Théorème 3].

5. Specific constructions. Actually to exhibit continuous bounded

functions on G* which are not Fourier-Stieltjes transforms is some-

what laborious. We give three simple examples.

5.1 Consider the circle group T and its character group, the inte-

gers N. The function A on A7 such that A(A) = 1 for A>0 and 0 for

A^O is not a Fourier-Stieltjes transform. If it were, then the func-

tional 77( ]£*--* akeikx) = ^2__„ a*A(A) = ][Xi ak would be bounded

in absolute value for all trigonometric polynomials 2~Lt- -• otkeikx which

have a common bound. Choosing ak = l/2ik (A= ±1, ±2, • • -, ±»)

and ak = 0 otherwise, we have 5Zï__n akeikx= XXi (1/&) sin &#,

which is bounded in absolute value for all » (see, e.g., [5, p. 29]). How-

ever 2~L*--n akhik) = 2~lk-x 1/k, which is unbounded.

5.2 By similar reasoning, if fit) is any continuous bounded func-

tion on the line R such that fit) = 1 for t >A and fit) = 0 for t < -A,

for some A>0, then fit) cannot be written as /"*eilxd4>ix) for any

bounded Radon measure <j> on the line.

5.3 Let pit) be a continuous periodic function on the line whose

Fourier series does not converge absolutely. Then p is a continuous

almost periodic function which cannot be written as fl„eUxd<bix), as

Theorem 1.5 shows.
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